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MONTHLY MEETINGS

Our monthly meetings are held on the first Tuesday of each month, (except January),
commencing at 1200 hours at the Lakers Football Club Rooms in Wendouree.
Due to some redevelopment/construction works, entry is currently off Dowling Street
through the previous car park and adjacent to the dog training area.
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Invitation to Air Force Association members to submit an Expression of Interest
to attend a reception at the former Officers’ Mess RAAF Base Point Cook to mark the

100th anniversary of the signing of the WW1 Armistice at Compiègne, France
on Sunday, November 4th, 2018 at 5.30 pm
to be followed by a torchlight commemoration at the Australian Flying Corps Memorial
situated in Cole Street, RAAF Base Point Cook commencing at 7.30 pm
RSVP with name and postal address to Barbara Stallard at office@afavic.org.au
by October 5th, 2018
Formal invitations that will allow entry to the reception and a car windscreen sticker to aid
directed parking will be dispatched to your address following receipt of your intention to attend.
The public is being invited to the commemoration at the Australian Flying Corps Memorial
and, therefore, it is important you receive a formal invitation to the reception.
RAAF Base Point Cook will be declared an ‘open base’ to facilitate easy access and egress.
Please note your intention to attend the reception is required to ensure adequate catering
and security for the function. Late RSVP notifications cannot be accepted.

Dress Code:
Dress Order 1B – Ceremonial Service Dress (Army)
Ceremonial Dress 4A – Cool Weather (Air Force)
Summer Ceremonial Uniform – S2 (Navy)
Coat and Tie or female equivalent (Civilians) (Medals may be worn)

Invitation will be for
Member + 1 (i.e: ”partner or other”)
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THE 100TH YEAR
WORLD WAR I ARMISTICE
The Armistice of 1918 and Treaty of Versailles –
Part Three ~ America Enters the War and Australians Advance on the Western Front
By the beginning of 1918 breakthroughs in technology began to assist the Allied leaders to break out of trench
warfare and begin rolling the Germans back.
One of these was the rapid development of aviation technology and air-warfare tactics that enabled aircraft to play
an increasingly significant role. They were being used to maintain contact with advancing troops, counter enemy
attempts to gain air superiority, collect intelligence on enemy formations and movements, attack their ground
forces by strafing and bombing them, and resupply friendly units that had moved beyond the reach of conventional
logistical support.
Wireless telephony was enabling aircrews to communicate with their military headquarters and troops on the
ground and for commanders to communicate more easily with units on the ground. Mechanised armoured vehicles
were now able to support troops in breaking out from their trenches and advancing to the East towards Germany.
Submarines were another important new weapon and their use by Germany was an important factor in America’s
entry into the war. Soon after war broke out the Royal Navy mounted a highly successful blockade of the Central
Powers and by 1915 it was causing malnutrition and diseases such as scurvy and dysentery in Germany and Austria.
Early in the war German submarines had sunk unarmed merchant ships but ceased doing so after American
protests. Concerned about the impact of the British blockade on civilian morale and with no solution in sight,
Germany resumed unrestricted submarine warfare in the second half of 1916.
Aware that this might bring America into the war, the German Foreign Minister sent a telegram to the Ambassador
in Mexico instructing him to seek a military alliance with that country should the United States enter the war on the
side of the Allies. America was outraged when the contents of the telegram were revealed. President Woodrow
Wilson declared war against Germany on 6 April after seven United States merchant ships were sunk by U-boats.
The fall of the Tsar of Russia and the signing of an armistice with the Bolsheviks on 15 December 1917 enabled
German forces to be sent to the Western Front. However, the success of the Bolsheviks and their anti-war stance
motivated German socialists who wished to end the war and bring down the monarchy. Unrest was to grow during
1918 and reach a pitch towards the end of that year when elements of the German Navy mutinied.
The Germans clung to hopes of achieving a total victory or at least an advantage in negotiations by mounting a
final major push in the West in March 1918. Reinforced with troops from the Eastern Front and hoping to act before
impossibly large numbers of American troops and equipment could arrive, Ludendorff at first aimed to break
through French and British lines and seize the Channel ports, separating the two armies and pushing the British out
of France. He then changed his mind and advanced due west.
On 4 April He launched an attack towards the major city of Amiens by seizing the village of Villers-Brettoneux.
Australians played a significant role in saving the town before handing it over to British troops. On 24 April the
Germans tried again, using tanks as a spearhead, and overran the exhausted British defences. That night, two
Australian brigades surrounded the Germans and drove them away. This marked the end of the German advance on
Amiens.
In August the Allies began a highly successful advance that became known as The Hundred Days Offensive. Rather
than beginning the attack with an artillery bombardment which would have alerted the Germans, Australia’s
General Monash proposed that tanks be used on a large scale without any warning to catch them by surprise.
..continued next page

-3Monash had shot to prominence because of the success of his attack on Hamel, the first after he assumed command
of the Australian Corps that brought together our five infantry divisions for the first time. His highly detailed
planning, extensive briefing of subordinate commanders on his aims and the plan of attack, creeping barrages in
which shells were aimed ahead of advancing troops, parachute drops of medical supplies and ammunition,
resupply of larger items by tank, and the use of an array of communications devices including radios all contributed
to the success of the operation. Finally, and famously, Monash had timed the operation to last 90 minutes and the
objective was attained in 93.
The British Commander Alexander Haig submitted plans along the lines proposed by Monash to the Supreme
Allied Commander who approved them. When the Battle of Amiens, was launched at dawn on 8 August seven
divisions attacked; two British, two Australian and four Canadian. The Australians and Canadians in the centre of the
operation advanced quickly over nearly five kilometres before 11 am Many Germans were caught by surprise,
including some who were captured while eating breakfast. Ludendorff was to describe the day as the Schwarzer
Tag or Black Day of the German Army.
While resistance was often fierce and would remain so until much later in the war, some German troops began to
capitulate, heckling officers who tried to mobilise them and accusing them of prolonging the war. In further
evidence of plummeting morale and left-wing radicalisation among some personnel, troops who were moving up
to fight were called scabs. On 12 August Monash was knighted on the battlefield by King George V.
.............(Barry Turner)
......To be continued next month in the fourth and final instalment, The Price of Peace.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE SOPWITH BIPLANE F.1 OF WWI
~ ”THE SOPWITH CAMEL” ~
Of the variety of aircraft that were used during
WWI, the biplane nicknamed the Camel was
the premier Allied fighter aircraft of the war.
Its optimal fighting altitude was at about
12,000 ft, with a ceiling height of 19,000 ft
and a maximum speed of 117 mph.

St Marie-Capelle, France, 1917. Side view of two Sopwith Camel aircraft.
Australian War Memorial Image P000.46.079 (cropped)

There was a variant of the Camel which had a
removable tail, specifically built that way so that
more of them could be parked on the flight
deck of a Navy aircraft carrier. (Yes, there were
early aircraft carriers during WWI).
It is said that the Camel was a demanding
aircraft to fly, with it being noticeably tail heavy
at full throttle. While it was extremely
responsive to the demands of the hands of a
skilled pilot, it was a difficult plane to master
and many student pilots did not survive their
training.
Sopwith Camels were credited with shooting down 3,000 German planes. Maybe it was this fact that led to the
comic character dog ‘Snoopy’ making the Sopwith Camel his choice of aircraft when he fantasised about being a
WWI Fighter Ace in the comic strip ‘Peanuts’. He obviously bypassed the Camel’s predecessor, the Sopwith Pup.
Now I am not saying that a Sopwith Camel will be in the air as part of the flyovers during our upcoming WWI
Armistice Commemoration at RAAF Point Cook on the 4th November; but, considering that a Sopwith Camel
may very well be part of that, well you wouldn’t want to miss out on that would you? Go back to the front page
and check that cut-off date. If we are fortunate enough to see a Sopwith Camel in the air on 4th November, I can
assure you that it will not be piloted by a fantasising comic strip dog character called Snoopy. (NH, Ed)
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BATTLE OF BRITAIN COMMEMORATIVE SERVICE ~ 78TH ANNIVERSARY
It was a cold cloudy day on Sunday 16th September when the 78th Anniversary
of the Battle of Britain was commemorated at Ballarat in the very capable
organising hands of Air Force Association of Victoria Ballarat Branch President
Mr Tom Roberts.
The day started with a church service at the Skipton Street Uniting church where
the two ordained AFA Ballarat Branch members, Rev John Furness and Rev Keith
Lanyon were significant contributors to what was a very well attended and
lovely service.
The memorial service that followed at the Sebastopol Memorial was attended
by Service and Parliamentary dignitaries including the Air Force Association
of Victoria President Squadron Leader, (Ret’d), Max McGregor and his wife
Rosemary. Just a little bit of rain during the ceremony but not enough to
dampen the spirit of the occasion or stop the flyovers by the vintage Auster
aircraft which added to the occasion.
Lovely to see the fine upstanding young people of 425 Squadron Australian
Air Force Cadets who formed the Catafalque Party, and to observe the fine
bugler, Tony Vanderkley.
The Battle of Britain Dinner this year was well attended and seemed to be
enjoyed by all those in attendance.
The guest speaker was Squadron
Leader (Ret’d) Geoffrey Roberts,
eldest son of Tom Roberts and
wife Penny.
Geoffrey gave a most interesting
talk which included stories of two
recently deceased Battle of Britain
pilots, Tom Neil and Geoffrey
Wellum.
Another President Tom Roberts’ well
organised commemorative event.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
WEBSITES AND FACEBOOK PAGES. I wonder how many of our members who have computers and computer
knowledge actually visit Air Force Association websites and/or facebook pages:
There is the National Air Force Association website at raafa.org.au where there is an enormous amount of
information including being able to read/download past and current copies of the magnificent quarterly “Wings”
magazine. Our State Air Force Association website is at raafavic.org.au and our very own Ballarat Branch website
can be accessed through the Vic website or directly at raafavic.org.au/content/769/branch-ballarat. There
is also an Air Force Association Victoria facebook page at : facebook.com/raafavic/
With thanks to member Barry Turner, I am now aware of a variety of Air Force related facebook pages that have
actually put me in touch with a man who was on my RAAF rookies course back in 1956/57 and we are now in
constant touch. I thoroughly recommend to any of our ex RAAF people to have a look at a couple of them.
Simply Google : exRAAFies where are they now/facebook or RAAF Base Butterworth/facebook and they will lead
you to other appropriate Air Force/Service related facebook pages. While I am aware of some of the less
favourable aspects of social media, these type of facebook pages exhibit the very worthwhile aspects. (NH, Ed.)

-531ST AUGUST ~ MALAYA/BORNEO/MALAYSIA COMMEMORATION DAY
In 2011 the Department of Veterans’ Affairs designated 31st August as the official commemorative date of two
historical campaigns involving Australian Defence Personnel - The Malayan Emergency (1955-1960) and the
Indonesian Confrontation (or Konfrontasi, 1963-1966). 31st August is also celebrated in Malaysia as “Hari Merdeka”,
Independence Day, having gained independence from the British Empire on 31st August 1957.
On 31st August this year I attended a very moving
NMBVAA Commemorative Service at the beautiful
Shrine of Remembrance in Melbourne , (Photo at left),
commemorating the service of all those that served
overseas in any of the Australian Defence Force
services in respect of the Malaya Emergency or the
later Indonesian Confrontation period and
'Dedicated to those we left behind'. While inclement
weather prevented the service from being held outside as intended, to hold it inside in the beautiful
Upper Chamber of this magnificent Shrine somehow,
to me, seemed more appropriate. Wreaths were laid
by : NMBVAA President. A representative of Thomas
RAAF BASE
Carr College. Consul General of Malaysia. The Shrine
BUTTERWORTH
Life Governor. RSL Vic President. Member of State
MALAYSIA
Parliament representing the State Minister for
Veterans Affairs. The British Consul General. The
Hon Consul Fiji (Vic). Representative of the Sabah
Sarawak and Borneo Natives Organisation. Chairman
of Melbourne Legacy. Representative of the Austin
Health Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital and the
Vice Chairman of the Weary Dunlop Association.
Despite the many, many RAAF personnel that served
at RAAF Butterworth, it appears that very few of the
ex RAAF community were aware of the designation
of the 31st August or the holding of commemorations
on that date each year in each state of Australia.
Thankfully, the National Malaya & Borneo Veterans’
Association of Australia took up the challenge of organising the commemoration in each state each year.
Hopefully when the date comes around next year a lot more ex RAAFies will be aware and will attend. And a
wreath laid by a representative of the Air Force Association, which I am sure could be arranged, would be nice.
Commemoration attendance invitation extends to all defence service personnel who served in Malaya/Borneo/
Malaysia areas during the appropriate date periods, their families and friends and anyone with an interest in this
commemorative date. Put it in your diary for next year.
(NH, Ed)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

YOUR NEXT MEET-A-MATE EVENT IS A
VISIT TO THE AIR FORCE MUSEUM, POINT
COOK ON THURSDAY 4 SEP 2018
The visit will commence at 1030 hrs with a
guided tour of the Museum, a light lunch
between 1215 hrs and 1300 hrs provided by
AFA Victoria, and then a flying display where we
will be able to speak with the pilot.
After the flying display there will still be time to go back through the Museum before departing around 1500 hrs.
Bookings to attend : Contact Barbara Stallard at office@afavic.org.au or by ‘phone 9813 4600, at the latest by COB
Monday 24 September. (An email reminding of that booking date was emailed to AFA Ballarat members)
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AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION OF VICTORIA BALLARAT BRANCH
RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE RECOGNITION AND MAINTENANCE OF
THE HISTORY OF NO 1 WIRELESS AIR GUNNERY SCHOOL AT
RAAF BASE BALLARAT, AND THE IMPORTANT ROLE THAT
NO 1WAGS STAFF AND TRAINEES PLAYED IN
WORLD WAR II
Following the declaration of war against Germany by Britain and Australia on 3rd September 1939 and the
establishment of the Empire Air Training Scheme, No 1 Wireless Air Gunnery School was established at the Ballarat
Showgrounds on 22nd April 1940 and then, during a period from mid to late 1940, was transferred to the RAAF
Base at the Ballarat Aerodrome.
The history of 1WAGS during WWII is not being covered here.
On 26 July 2007 the former RAAF Base Ballarat was included on the Victorian Heritage Register. At the time of
listing both the Heritage Council and the National Trust congratulated the City of Ballarat on its efforts to ensure
the preservation of the heritage place.
As we are all now aware, some of those heritage ex 1WAGS/RAAF buildings have been undergoing restoration and,
having seen the quality of the work that has been put into the former Officers’ Mess building, and how it has been
carried out as a ‘restoration’ project rather than ‘renovation’, is most pleasing.
Very soon our Association will be privileged to take up Air Force Association of Victoria Ballarat Branch
headquarters residency of rooms in that former 1WAGS and later RAAF Officers Mess building.
We, as an Air Force Association branch, have a responsibility to see that our residency in part of that building
maintains the link with it’s part in history relating to the training of Wireless Air Gunners and the very important
part that those that trained there, and those that trained them, played such an important role during World War II.
If we were not being provided with rooms in that building, it just becomes a building occupied by a variety of
community groups with no link to its 1WAGS/RAAF/WWII past. So when we take up our rooms there, we, as a
branch of the Air Force Association of Victoria have a responsibilty to ensure that the history of RAAF Base
Ballarat in general, and the history of No 1 Wireless Air Gunnery School in particular, is fully recorded and
appropriately viewable in the form of digital records and also physical displays of historical records, photographs,
historical equipment and other items of relating to the presence of No 1 WAGS/RAAF connection to that building
and the aerodrome in general.
If it were not for the actions, determination and perseverance of some Ballarat Branch Air Force Association
members in the past, the buildings being renovated and our opportunity to take up use of rooms therein would
probably not be happening. People such as Tom Jobling who I believe was very active in agitating for something
to be done about the decaying WWII/RAAF/1WAGS buildings out at the Ballarat aerodrome.
As far as records research, if not for the massive amount of records already researched and put together by our
current president Tom Roberts we would certainly have today what would have appeared to be an insurmountable
task to even start to get together the massive amount of records relating to 1WAGS trainee records. While there is
still large amount of research work remaining to be done, with the work previously done by Tom and with him
continuing to run his expert eye over research results being produced by Peter Schoutens and Janet Bates, what we
can see in front of us now is a very big, but very achievable task in identifying every trainee that passed through No
1WAGS and the identity of each one of those trainees that lost his life in action during WWII, and there were many.
The visions for the future in respect to the completion of thoroughly checked records, the maintenance of digital
records as a www based 1WAGS Memorial Site and establishment of historical displays and establishment of our
Branch offices at the aerodrome needs to be handled in a formal way with Branch members having the opportunity
to play their part and have their say in all these matters moving forward. Hence the proposal at our September
meeting for the establishment of the 1WAGS Project Team.
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FORMATION OF A 1WAGS PROJECT TEAM
At our monthly meeting on Tuesday 4th September, a proposal for the formation of a “1WAGS Project Team”
was passed. This Team will be tasked with providing a more structured approach to the administration of AFA
Ballarat Branch matters moving forward with the research and compilation of all records relating to the No 1
Wireless Air Gunners School at the Ballarat aerodrome during WWII and our future occupation of offices in the
“Former Officers’ Mess” building at the aerodrome. In addition to the initial 1WAGS Project Team Committee, it was
proposed that an unlimited number of AFA Ballarat financial members to be invited to be part of this Team for the
purpose of making their ideas known and voting on all matters moving forward. At the conclusion of the meeting,
several members put their names forward to be added to the Team. Other additions since the meeting brings the
make-up of the 1WAGS Project Team to a healthy number. The more members being involved in the decision
making process in any organisation, the better.

AFA VIC BALLARAT BRANCH
1WAGS PROJECT TEAM
COMMITTEE
Chairman :
Barry Turner
Administrator :
Noel Hutchins
Senior 1WAGS
Research Coordinator :
Peter Schoutens
Grants Coordinator &
1WAGS/Ballarat
Aerodrome History
Researcher : Janet Bates
Graphics/Signage
Memorabilia Displays
Coordinator : Andrew Willox
Ken Marsh
Keith Pitman
PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS :
Peter Allen
Bob Bennett
Heather Gardner
John Harley
Leigh Harvey
Rev Keith Lanyon
Bob McDonald
Dianna Peacock
Stan White

This Project Team will take some pressure off the President providing him
with a formalised Project Team at his disposal and some administrative
support, allowing him to concentrate his efforts on being the President and
the many tasks associated with that. This will also seek to satisfy calls from
AFA Victoria for the Ballarat Branch to seek ways of having a more structured
approach to branch matters. The State President, Mr Max McGregor, has
made it clear that the state body wishes to support the 1WAGS project and
the visions for the future to commemorate all those men who trained at
1WAGS, but such support will only be forthcoming when a formal structured
approach is in place and demonstrably followed. This Project Team seeks to
provide that structured approach.
This Project Team provides all members the opportunity to contribute. The
Project Team Administrator will provide a report each month at the usual
more social monthly meeting and have the report included in the newsletter
for that month. This will allow us to continue with our more social-like
monthly meetings in the relaxed format as we are at present. While this team
is aimed at reducing the workload of the president, he will have the right if
he so wishes to attend such meetings and participate in proceedings.
The Committee of the 1WAGS Project Team does not impinge in any way any
executive positions, current or future, at the AFA Ballarat Branch level, on the
contrary, the 1WAGS Project Team will operate under the umbrella of the
AFA Vic Ballarat Branch and is responsible to the AFA Ballarat Branch
President.
The Project Team Chairman will be responsible for ensuring the proper
management of meetings with normal meeting procedures being followed
and ensuring any member present has the opportunity to express his or her
views and that notices of motion put to the meeting by any member are
handled in the appropriate manner.

The Project Team Administrator will be responsible to the AFA Ballarat
President for proper administration of the Team. He will be responsible to ensure that all Team members are
advised by email or phone or through the Branch newsletter of dates and location of Project Team meetings.
The 1WAGS Project Team Committee may have committee meetings between full Team meetings.
While the number of ‘members’ of the Team has grown since the passing of the establishment of the Team,
we do need to expand the number on the committee of the 1WAGS Project Team, so please, any member
who would like to participate as a committee member of the team, or to be added as a Team member, please let
me know. (Noel Hutchins, 1WAGS Project Team Administrator)
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POPPY CLUB : A meeting was held on 11th September at the Midlands Ballarat RSL Sports & Services Club to

consider the bringing together socially, members of the various ex-service organisations in our area. This meeting
has confirmed the establishment of a
combined social group the “Poppy Club”.
Various ideas of activities were discussed.
If you were not there and wish to be a
member of the “Poppy Club” to be kept
aware of planned activities, please let me
know and I will have your details added. An
already planned activity by the RSL to which
all of our members are invited to attend,
Couldn’t all fit at these
(you need to advise), is a free “healthy”
tables, another table out of
BBQ and talk by a dietician for Veterans’
the picture.
Health Week. The date is Wednesday
26th September, venue Midlands Ballarat
RSL Sports and Services Club, time is 12noon
This will be followed at 2.00pm by a Spring Concert by the Sing Australia Choir with a door prize as well as great
singing. (maybe spend a few dollars at the bar to support the venue). If you would like to attend please advise
Lynne Redman at :
email to : lredman@rslvic.com.au or telephone : 5332 8679. (NH, Ed)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PRESIDENT’S REPORT Air Force Association Ballarat Branch Meeting 4/9/2018
Attendance: Peter Allen, Jenny and Pat Askwith, Bob Bennett, John Furness, Heather Gardner, Shirley Gribb,
John Harley, Leigh Harvey, Noel Hutchins, Ivan Kerr, Ken Marsh, Lachie McBean, Bob McDonald, Roger McLeod,
Bill Mitchell, Di Peacock, Penny & Tom Roberts, Peter Schoutens, Albie Watson, Stan White, Margaret Wood.
Apologies: Matthew Chester, Bruce Clifton, Dorothy Donaldson, Ron and Dot Douglas, Brian Drennan, Tom Jobling,
Michael Lake, Keith Lanyon, Stan Pickford, Keith & Sue Pitman, Barry Turner, Stephen Waddington, Glen Wesley,
Andrew Willox, Cath Wilson,
A fine day saw a reasonable attendance, despite apologies nearly matching those attending. It was nice to again
welcome back Roger McLeod and Ivan Kerr.
After the usual formalities were observed, the usual light meal was partaken.
Guest Speaker Police Superintendent, Jenny Wilson, was unable to attend because of the current prevalent URI,
but she was represented by Leading Senior Constable Tony Creanor and Senior Constable Michael Goff for support.
Tony presented an excellent talk on current road rules, problems with drugs and alcohol and the stresses and strains
of active police work and responsibilities in the modern era. During, and after the talk, he responded to a barrage of
questions, with both officers even remaining to discuss outstanding issues after the formal conclusion of the
meeting. It was amongst the best presentations we have experienced.
Penny Roberts presented a Welfare Report regarding the condition of a number of members, with Bruce Clifton,
whom she has visited today, our latest casualty.
In general business, the coming events of the State Quarterly Meeting, Battle of Britain Commemorations and a
Steering Committee for research into the demise of graduates of No 1 WAGS were discussed. The Chairman of this
body was to be Barry Turner, Administrator Noel Hutchins, Research Coordinator Peter Schoutens aided by Janet
Bates, with Graphics support from Andrew Willox. Results were to be funnelled through the Ballarat AFA President.
The development was approved.
Current focus is on the Battle of Britain, preceded by the State Quarterly Meeting.

NEXT MONTHLY MEETING TUESDAY 2ND OCTOBER 2018 AT 1200 HOURS

